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ABSTRACT

This study reports the use of electronic portfolio in clinical nursing education. The study is part of a larger study investigating learning mediated by ePortfolio. The method takes a phenomenological-hermeneutic approach. The setting was a ten-week clinical course in basic nursing. The participants were 11 first-year students randomly selected. Data were generated by participant observations, interviews and portfolio documents. Findings showed that the ePortfolio was used individually and mostly at home. Using ePortfolio in the ward is more time-consuming. The ePortfolio was used to reflect on practice and one's own learning process. The principal initiators were emotional involvement in clinical nursing, consciousness of learning through writing; ponder over practice, and a confident and constructive student-preceptor relationship. Inhibitors were vulnerability, a preconception that one learns only in one way, lack of supervision about how to learn. The study showed some but not unambiguous connection between preferred learning styles and ePortfolio use.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This study investigated use of electronic portfolio (ePortfolio) in a clinical course within nursing education. The study is a part of a larger qualitative study investigating learning mediated by ePortfolio. The method takes a phenomenological-hermeneutic approach. The setting was a ten-week clinical course in basic nursing. The participants were 11 first-year students randomly selected. Data were generated by participant observations, interviews and portfolio documents. Findings showed that the ePortfolio was used individually and mostly at home. Using ePortfolio in the ward is more time-consuming. The ePortfolio was used to reflect on practice and one's own learning process. The principal initiators were emotional involvement in clinical nursing, consciousness of learning through writing; ponder over practice, and a confident and constructive student-preceptor relationship. Inhibitors were vulnerability, a preconception that one learns only in one way, lack of supervision about how to learn. The study showed some but not unambiguous connection between preferred learning styles and ePortfolio use.
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Background

International literature shows important benefits of implementing ePortfolio: encouraging reflection, improving student's knowledge and understanding, and enhancing self-awareness and ability to learn independently. However, barriers also exist, such as perceived lack of time to use it, lack of supervision, and lack of access to computers and the Internet. Literature about learning styles describes that both nursing students and educators benefit from insight into preferred learning styles in an attempt to maximize students' learning and writing with or without guidance using learning tools designed for different ways of learning.
learning potential. Conversely, others warn about the lack of evidence for this and the risk that teachers reduce students to stereotypical learners. However, theories about different intelligences and learning styles can allow for new perspectives and make differentiation more operational. In pedagogical considerations understanding more about how individuals learn, one can better facilitate learning and intervene when students are having a difficulty. As no prior research investigated ePortfolio in combination with learning styles, the aim of this study was to investigate how the ePortfolio designed to facilitate four learning styles was used in nursing clinical settings.

2. METHODS

2.1 Setting and participants

The setting was Course 4, a 10-week clinical course in Basic Nursing within the Danish nursing education. The clinical placements were three hospitals and a nursing home. These settings were chosen because it was only at these locations where the ePortfolio designed to facilitate four learning styles had been tested for a year. The only criterion for inclusion in the study was being a nursing student who was about to begin the course 4. To include students with different ways of learning 40 first-year students answered a 40-question learning-style indicator, which provided an individual learning style profile including both the preferred learning style and scores for three other learning styles. Furthermore, the learning style profile also indicated how the learner could develop learning by the other learning styles in order to become an all round learner. The learning style indicator was inspired by the Honey and Mumford Learning Styles Questionnaire and developed for Danish conditions by a company known as @ventures for the Danish Knowledge Centre for e-learning. According to @ventures the indicator was tested on young (15-19 years) and adults in comparison with Honey and Mumford’s 80-question questionnaire and showed “very accurate”, “accurate”, or “reasonable accurate” returns by approximately 92% of users. The learning-style indicator provided an impression of whether the students preferred learning styles were activist, reflector, theorist or pragmatist. Thus, the students were divided into four subgroups. From each group, three students were randomly assigned. However, there were two students in the group with high scores for pragmatist style. Of the randomized students two were about to change course, two wanted to change campus, two were about to drop out, and one did not want to participate. Instead, seven other students were randomized to the study, giving a total included of 10 female students and one male student.

2.2 Generation of data

Data were generated by participant observations, narrative interviews and portfolio documents. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The first round of participant observations took place at the beginning and the second round at the end of the course. An observation day began with participant observations of students practicing in order to distinguish between learning by practicing and learning mediated by ePortfolio. The observations were noted concurrently as recommended by Spradley. At the first narrative interview, students related their experiences of caring for patients. Afterwards, the student worked with the ePortfolio for about half an hour, and finally, at the second narrative interview held afterwards, students told what they experienced by working with ePortfolio (see Figure 1). The second set of interviews about experiences mediated by ePortfolio lasted longer as the students simply had more to tell about their experiences by portfolio work. The interviews were recorded and transcribed, and the portfolio documents were copied. Thus, all the data material from participant observations, interviews and portfolio documents were available as text.

2.3 Ethics

Before commencing the study, the Head of Nursing at the hospitals and the nursing home approved access to the clinical placements. The students received oral and written information about the study and were included after informed consent.
written consent, in accordance with the Ethical guidelines for nursing research in the Nordic countries.\textsuperscript{[17]} During the participant observations, the patients were informed that the learning process of the students was the focus of the study. The study was submitted to the Danish Data Agency. Formal approval from the local Scientific Ethics Committee was not required, in accordance with national legislation in Denmark.

2.4 Interpretation

The entire text material was interpreted using a method inspired by Ricoeur’s theory of interpretation. There are three levels: naive reading, structural analysis and critical interpretation and discussion.\textsuperscript{[18–20]} The interpretation is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Illustration of the interpretation](image)

The arrows show how the interpretation moves backwards and forwards between the levels in a hermeneutic helix in order to strengthen the arguments for a trustworthy interpretation. Naive reading constitutes the phenomenological element of the interpretation, where we push aside our preconceptions and focus on getting an initial impression and a holistic understanding of the texts. Structural analysis plays an explanatory role. It is the second level of interpretation, as the holistic understanding from naive reading delimits the number of possible interpretations.\textsuperscript{[18]} The texts were systematized using the computer programme NVivo 9. The sentences were analyzed in order to identify the units of meaning (what is said) and units of significance (what is being talked about). During naive reading and structural analysis themes were drawn out from the entire data material. Critical interpretation and discussion were based on the emerging themes and subthemes and related to theory and other research results. The interpretation moves from the specific to the general and continues until a trustworthy interpretation is achieved.\textsuperscript{[18]} In the following paragraphs the abbreviations in parentheses after the quotations refer to participant observations (O), narrative interviews (I), or portfolio documents (D). The numbers and letters refer to individual students and their respective preferred learning style: activist (A), reflector (R), theorist (T), or pragmatist (P).

3. FINDINGS

The naive reading and structural analysis uncovered themes involving time and location as well as initiators and inhibitors in using ePortfolio. These themes are interpreted and illustrated in tables and quotations as follows.

3.1 Time and location

To provide an overview, data from participant observations of ePortfolio use are presented in the first four columns of Table 1. In oral accounts, students stated where they had used ePortfolio and for how long weekly. The average time for each student multiplied by 10 weeks gave the time each student spent using ePortfolios during the course. In order to uncover how the time was used, the number of pages in each ePortfolio was counted. As some of these pages were copy-pasted text into their ePortfolio, the number of copy-pasted pages was also listed together with estimated hours used per page.
Table 1. EPortfolio use in numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Estimated hours/week</th>
<th>Estimated hours in 10 weeks</th>
<th>Pages in ePortfolio in all</th>
<th>Copy-pasted pages in ePortfolio</th>
<th>Estimated hours/page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 A</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>3.5 × 10 = 35.0</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 A</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>2.5 × 10 = 25.0</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 A</td>
<td>Both locations</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 × 10 = 50.0</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 R</td>
<td>Placement</td>
<td>2.5-5</td>
<td>3.75 × 10 = 37.5</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 R</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>2.5-4</td>
<td>3.25 × 10 = 32.5</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 R</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>2.5-5</td>
<td>3.75 × 10 = 37.5</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 T</td>
<td>Placement</td>
<td>2.5-5</td>
<td>3.75 × 10 = 37.5</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 T</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1.5 × 10 = 15.0</td>
<td>69.00</td>
<td>46.50</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 T</td>
<td>Both locations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 × 10 = 30.0</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 P</td>
<td>Placement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 × 10 = 20.0</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 P</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 × 10 = 10.0</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that six students (O: 1A, 2A, 5R, 6R, 8T, 11P) mostly used ePortfolio at home. One student explained: “Mostly I write at home... I’m not good at writing when I’m disturbed” (O: 2A). Three students (O: 4R, 7T, 10P) mostly used it at the placement “When there was free time” (O: 10P), and two (O: 3A, 9T) used it equally at both locations. “I write here [the placement] when nothing much is happening... some weeks I write mostly at home” (O: 3A). It appeared that students judged how to make the best use of the time available, in terms of their workload on the ward and their own learning process. Each placement setting had a study room, and participant observations of time show that when the study room was located on the ward, students could easily go in there and work with ePortfolio for 15 to 30 minutes between tasks. At placement settings where the study room was on another floor or in another building, about five to 10 extra minutes were needed. Three students estimated use of ePortfolio from one to two hours a week (O: 8T, 10P, 11P), while eight estimated from two to five hours a week (O: 1A, 2A, 3A, 4R, 5R, 6R, 7T, 9T). Students using ePortfolio at home produced between 11.25 and 69 pages in their ePortfolio, while those using ePortfolio at the placement produced between 5.25 and 29 pages. Three students copy-pasted a few pages from the Internet into their ePortfolio, while one student copy-pasted 46.5 pages. An investigation of the amount of time students spent writing a page in their ePortfolios uncovered differences in average time used, from 0.2 to 5.2 hour/page (see Table 1).

Table 2. Time and location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Hours in 10 weeks</th>
<th>Hours in %</th>
<th>Pages in all</th>
<th>Hour/page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>177.25</td>
<td>0.9 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Placement</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>41.50</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Both Locations</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 adds up time spend on ePortfolio at each location and shows that 47% of time was spent at home, 28.8% at the placement, and 24.2% equally at both locations. The column on the far right shows that students using ePortfolio at home spent an average of 0.9 hours per page, while using ePortfolio in the placement the average is 2.3 hours per page. The average was 1.9 hours per document for students working equally with ePortfolio at home and at the placement. Thus, it appeared that more time-consuming was associated with the use of ePortfolio at the work placement (see Table 2). However, this could be misleading, as one student using ePortfolio at home copy-pasted 46.5 pages and this deviates from students copy-pasting none or up to 4.75 pages (see Table 1). When this student was excluded, the average was 1.3 hours per page. However, it still seemed more time-consuming to write at the placement. But why does the production vary from 11.25 to 69 pages when students used ePortfolio at home? One student said: “When I’m home... it easily gets boring [to use ePortfolio]” (I: 11P). She used the ePortfolio about an hour a week, mostly at home. There were 11.25 pages in her ePortfolio, none copy-pasted (see Table 2). Another student said: “I overestimated what I could manage... when I am [at the placement] all day to learn as much as possible... when I come home I had to write but I was too tired” (I: 9T). In
the beginning, this student wrote at home but later writing was done at the placement - about three hours a week. There were 11.75 pages in the ePortfolio without any copy-pasting (see Table 1). These two students had difficulty in integrating ePortfolio use in the context of their everyday lives. They both lived in relationships with one or no child at home and they both had several interests (D: 9T, 11P). However, having family and hobbies does not fully explain difficulties encountered in using ePortfolio at home because one student with a family of three children, several interests and a part time job (D: 6R) used the ePortfolio mostly at home for five hours a week. In her ePortfolio, there were 35.25 pages of which 2.75 pages were copy-pasted (see Table 1). She said: “the study plan gives me a general view of what I need to achieve on this course… and the diary notes make me reflect” (I: 6R). She was aware of the effect of using ePortfolio. It can be suggested that a general overview and consciousness of reflection initiated by writing make a difference.

The study showed no unambiguous correlations between different learning styles and use of the ePortfolio. The time used and pages produced is very individual. However, students with activist style do make a more consistently high effort. Students with activist or reflector style use more time on portfolio work than students with pragmatic style, who also have fewer pages in their ePortfolio. One student with reflector style however produced relatively few pages. No student with activist or pragmatic style copy-pasted pages into their ePortfolio (see Table 1).

3.2 Initiators

From the analysis appeared some initiators that triggered off students’ writing in ePortfolio. One student related about a critical situation encountered during clinical practice: “I immediately discover that he looks different, he gasps for breath and nearly shouts: Will this never end? I rush to him and…” (D: 1A). This experience unfolds over almost four pages and the conclusion is: “It is all about meeting the patient where he is” (D: 1A). Earlier the same student reflected: “I’m used to planning things in my head and doing things by me” (I: 1A). Participant observations documented that this student was rather quiet when reflecting together with other students and the preceptor (O: 1A). In the final interview, she concluded: “It [ePortfolio] worked like a diary to reflect on the days… writing… releases annoyance and happiness” (I: 1A). Involvement in the critical situation moved the student to write in ePortfolio even though she was not used to writing. Feeling sorry for the patient (D: 3A) or unsecure (D: 2A, 5R, 6R) also moved the students to write. EPortfolio provides room for expressing thoughts and feelings extensively and creates a reflective distance that, for some, will be enough to understand the situation and cope with it. Writing also made explicit students’ feelings to the preceptors and allowed them to guide students in how to manage feelings in complicated situations. Another initiator was reported as: “[Writing] makes me feel that I don’t just experience something, but I learn and remember” (I: 3A). “Writing about one’s doubt helps because… you can investigate… what could have been done instead… it makes clear how little or how much you know about something” (I: 2A, 7T, 9T). “I reflected on what I did… much more” (I: 5R, 6R). Students, who like to write, used the ePortfolio often and wrote several pages with reflections in it. They seemed to be aware of the influence of writing on their learning process, as they expressed that writing provides a possibility to investigate doubt and find answers and new modes of action. Writing made them remember, reflect, and be aware of learning outcome and learning needs. Ponder over practice was also an initiator: “I wonder why she didn’t put on aseptic gloves” (D: 7T). “What is gastric ulcer?” (I: 3A, D: 2A, 7T, 8T, 9T). If practice is performed otherwise than they learned in learning lab at the School of Nursing, students’ preconceptions of infection control or other issues make them ponder over what caused the difference in performance of practice. Lack of knowledge also led students to ponder and to write or copy-paste information they had found about the issue in ePortfolio. Student-preceptor interactions were accentuated in the following quotations: “I like my preceptor reading and commenting on my writing …seeing if my assumptions are correct” (I: 3A). “Preceptor: You write about a blind lady. You didn’t wash her legs but rub cream on because the skin was dry. Tell me about it. Student: I thought it was a good choice. She had a bed bath yesterday… water could dry up her skin even more… Preceptor: You made some really good decisions here” (O: 6R). “Preceptor: Let’s see your week plan. Student: I didn’t make one this week. Preceptor: You can do it now” (O: 6R, 10P, I: 11P). Participant observations documented how a student who was cautious in taking initiative in her practice at the beginning of the course changed her attitude, and developed self-confidence and took initiative. With frequent oral or written feedback, and a little praise, the preceptor encouraged the student to write in the ePortfolio (O: 6R). In her ePortfolio, this student had 20 documents with reflections (D: 6R). At the beginning of the course, one student said: “ePortfolio doesn’t seem logical to me” (O: 11P). Another student said: “I’m not good at it [portfolio work]” (I: 10P). Though, having been encouraged to use ePortfolio a student said: “Writing about learning outcome…provokes me to… think more deeply than not using ePortfolio” (I: 11P). “Writing makes one reflect on thoughts you had in the situation… you discover possibilities in it [ePortfolio]”
Finally, a preceptor asked the students to write in ePortfolio what they knew about an issue before verbal reflection with a group of students. This writing resulted in a more active discussion (O: 3A). When preceptors read and commented on written passages in ePortfolio, students can feel more secure that their understanding makes sense. When encouraged to write, students can develop self-confidence and take initiative to talk and act in interaction with preceptors. To set about using ePortfolio, some students needed the preceptor to ask them to do it, and feedback promoted the process. Even if it takes some time in the beginning, it could be worth the effort, as we saw that sceptical students later became conscious about deeper reflections mediated by ePortfolio. However, they will probably need ongoing support from the preceptor to keep writing because they did not write that much in their ePortfolios (see Table 1).

The portfolio documents show that irrespective of the learning style students reflect in ePortfolio. However, investigating connections between initiators and learning styles some tendencies were apparent. Initiators for students with activist style included feelings and consciousness of the benefit of writing on learning. This was similar for two students with reflector style. Students with pragmatic style needed the preceptor to ask them to use ePortfolio. Then they discovered how ePortfolio made them reflect deeper. Initiators for students with theoretic style included the case where their preconceptions make them ponder an issue, or if they want to gather theoretical knowledge. A wish to achieve more knowledge was also an initiator for students with activist style.

3.3 Inhibitors
Inhibitors are barriers that made students reluctant to write in ePortfolio. At the beginning of the course, one student said: “By writing [in ePortfolio] you are caught in the act – you can sit home and think: why did I say that and why did I do this...after writing about it I think I could have done a lot of things...different...but of course, the learning process continues tomorrow” (I: 1A). “I don’t believe enough in me to write - suppose I made some misunderstandings in the theory” (I: 1A). These quotations show that the student reflected on practice, which led to new thinking and acting trajectories. However, she seemed to think that she might compromise herself by writing about her nursing practice and was afraid to write something wrong. Using the metaphor “caught in the act”, the student appeared to feel vulnerable and exposed by writing. Another student reflected: “I’ve never been good at it [writing in ePortfolio]” (I: 10P). Feeling that one is not good at writing could also be rooted in a sense of vulnerability at being exposed and not having enough experience of success in writing. Perhaps a sense of vulnerability can lead to a habit of keeping one’s thoughts to oneself. However, in some way, the sense of vulnerability provoked an aim to improve, so it can also be a trigger to take action. Other students said: “I’m not a person who learn much by writing...I learn more by dialogue” (I: 9T). “I learn by doing I think that’s why I gave ePortfolio a low priority” (I: 11P). When students have a preconception that one learns only in one particular way, for example only through dialogue, writing will easily seem meaningless and lead to downgrade the ePortfolio. These inhibitors seem to be about lack of knowledge about the learning process and the impact of writing. Finally, some students said: “I don’t know what to write” (O), “It’s the same things I do – helping X in the bathroom...is it so significant that I have to write about it?” (O).

The study shows how supervision is needed to help the students understand that they can benefit from writing in ePortfolio, even if they prefer another way of learning, and whether their writing is incorrect or concerns ordinary events. The reasoning is that, if they don’t write, they could miss an opportunity to reflect on own practice and attitudes and on how to become a competent practitioner. Both of the students with pragmatist as preferred learning style were reluctant to write, but they expressed different reasons: not being good at it and learning by doing instead. No students with reflector style expressed resistance to using ePortfolio, although one wrote few pages. One student with activist style expressed vulnerability but wrote a lot. One student with theorist style preferred to learn without writing.

4. Discussion
The study shows that 47% of the students used ePortfolio at home and 24.2% used it equally at home and in the placement. In a former study, 71.5% of third-year students used ePortfolio at home. The difference is probably due to the fact that there are fewer quiet periods during placement for third-year students, as they are competent to do more nursing tasks than first-year students. First-year students only used ePortfolio during quiet periods in the ward. It seemed that they made good use of their time, even though ePortfolio was more time-consuming in the placement than at home. Our study, therefore, does not support earlier findings that using ePortfolio detracts time from learning by practicing. However, it could indicate that it is easier to find time to use ePortfolio at the placement as a first-year student than a third-year student. Being able to integrate ePortfolio use in the everyday context becomes increasingly important during the course, as ePortfolio is an extra space for reflecting, meaning-making, and becoming conscious about competent nursing practice.
practice. As regards learning styles, students with pragmatist style in particular seem to need supervision to benefit from ePortfolio use. Reflection on practice in ePortfolio was initiated by becoming emotionally involved in the clinical nursing practice. According to Ricoeur, writing creates a distance which facilitates self-understanding.\cite{18} Students consider their own position in relation to the notion of competent nursing and some manage to gain understanding of their experiences independent of supervision. These findings mirror former studies suggesting that ePortfolios support reflection, ways of coping with uncertain or emotionally demanding situations, and independent learning.\cite{4,5} Another initiator was consciousness of learning by writing. This is underpinned by former studies. According to Zubizarretta,\cite{22} the power of writing is the engine that drives much of the success of the learning portfolio. He states that writing can record a train of thought and relate it to past, present and future. It forces time to be taken for reflection to clarify thoughts and improve understanding. It captures ideas for subsequent considerations. It helps learners to discover lack of understanding if they cannot explain something, and encourages a deep approach to learning. Finally, he added that writing about an issue enables the learner to talk more clearly about it.\cite{22} As writing leads to reflection, reflection is necessary to learn and relearn,\cite{23} and since nursing is a reflective practice,\cite{24} writing in ePortfolio must be supported. Furthermore, ponder over practice and discovering learning needs initiate trying to improve knowledge and understanding of practice. This harmonizes with former studies showing that ePortfolio improves knowledge and understanding.\cite{5} A final initiator was a student-preceptor relationship where students felt confident, were encouraged to write in ePortfolio, and received oral or written constructive feedback on their writings. This is in line with previous research results that showed that portfolio use can increase trust and improve the relationship between students and preceptors, and that preceptors become more aware of, and able to meet, student needs.\cite{5} According to Hermansen,\cite{23} feedback is a powerful component in learning. Actions resulting in positive feedback are learned and, if repeated, it becomes an experience. Feedback also indicates when it is necessary to transform what already is learned and relearn it.\cite{23} Scheel\cite{24} stressed on the same opinion, as students develop ability to practice in interaction with preceptors and an element of the interactions involves feedback. Thus, interactions in ePortfolio can improve the student-preceptor relationship and facilitate differentiated feedback, which promote the individual learning trajectory towards achieving clinical nursing competencies. The study shows that vulnerability inhibits ePortfolio use. Former studies found that students were reluctant to be honest and write about their feelings because it could influence the assessment.\cite{5} Keeping one’s thoughts and feelings to oneself is considered inappropriate because the learning takes place in interaction with other people.\cite{23,24} Reflection is challenging, painful and demands self-scrutiny\cite{22} as it is part of the process of acquiring new thinking and acting trajectories. In expressing their feelings in ePortfolio, students show trust in their preceptors. It involves giving oneself away, which makes one feel vulnerable.\cite{24} Therefore, constructive feedback on portfolio writings is crucial for learning that involves feelings. Otherwise, lack of feedback on portfolio work can lead to a feeling that portfolio work is unimportant.\cite{4} Another inhibitor was the preconception that one learns only in one specific way. As Coffield \textit{et al.}\cite{10} warned students can label themselves. In doing so, they risk not developing their learning potential to the full, miss out on learning from writing, and their considerations and thoughts remain hidden, making it impossible for the preceptor to give them constructive feedback. Being conscious of one’s own preferred learning style can be useful. Though, as previous research indicated, students and educators need not only to be aware of preferred learning styles, but also of the benefit of developing all four learning styles into an integrated learner, as espoused by Kolb.\cite{8} Based on Kolb’s learning cycle,\cite{25} theory of Honey and Mumford\cite{26} harmonized with this study. The learning process can begin with the preferred learning style, but no one learning style is effective on its own. So, it is important to develop the other learning styles too, in order to achieve a comprehensive approach to learning.\cite{26} Writing thoughts and experiences in ePortfolio provides a fixed text that is open to further reflection, contrary to the evanescent quality of live dialogue. Although the Honey and Mumford learning style theory\cite{26,27} does not focus on learning by writing, the abovementioned research indicates benefits from writing that are important to every nurse student, regardless of preferred learning style. Academic writing competency is, of course, a requirement to achieving a Baccalaureate degree.\cite{1} A final inhibitor is the challenge of integrating ePortfolio use in everyday life. A Danish professor and psychologist, Ole Dreier lays emphasis on the significance of self-understanding of one’s conduct of everyday life and the reasoning behind it, because it provides meaning, confidence and security, and makes everyday toil manageable.\cite{27} According to Dreier we live our lives in and across different contexts in an individual life trajectory and follow different aims within these contexts. Part of this life trajectory is a learning trajectory, which differs from, and goes beyond, institutional education.\cite{27} In order to manage everyday toil of completing a nursing course, students need to be conscious of what effort is needed to learn and the rea-
The ePortfolio is used very individually and mostly at home. Students with little experience or knowledge of learning by writing will generally not choose to write in ePortfolio and they may not consider that it would have meaning for them. Students who feel vulnerable will also be reluctant to write. Conversely, ePortfolio use gives meaning to students who already have positive experience of learning through writing. According to Dreier, a person has to integrate demands from different contexts into how they conduct their everyday life. The integration process is complex, as it involves the issues of time and the organisation of one’s own resources, possibilities, tasks, and relations to other people. For students who know their preferred learning style and how to plan their studies so that the other learning styles can develop, ePortfolio will be worth prioritizing in order to manage their resources and possibilities in their conduct of everyday life.

5. Conclusion

The ePortfolio is used very individually and mostly at home. Using ePortfolio on the ward is more time-consuming. However, first-year students use it to make good use of time in quiet periods. The ePortfolio is a space, where students reflect on practice and their own learning process independently or in interaction with preceptors. The principal initiators of ePortfolio use are emotional involvement in clinical nursing, consciousness of learning through writing; ponder over practice, and a confident and constructive student-preceptor relationship. Inhibitors of ePortfolio use are vulnerability, a preconception that one learns only in one way, and lack of supervision about how to learn. These inhibitors lead to resistance to integrate ePortfolio use in everyday life, but it seems it would be possible to minimize them if preceptors were empowered and equipped to communicate knowledge about the learning process. The study showed some connection between preferred learning styles and ePortfolio use. The tendencies are not unambiguous, as students have an individual learning style profile including all four learning styles and not merely the preferred learning style.

Implications for nursing education

The findings of this study suggest that nursing education could benefit from following implications:

- To explain to students the phenomenon of learning in the beginning of the study so they can benefit from knowing about their preferred learning style and learning potentials. By emphasizing on the significance of self-understanding of one’s learning process as a part of one’s conduct of everyday life, it could probably provide meaning, confidence and security of the students and lead to improvement of learning.
- To present the ePortfolio as a learning tool, that can facilitate achievement of such a self-understanding of one’s learning process.
- To explain the learning potentials of writing and how they can benefit from writing in ePortfolio to students who are reluctant to write. Though, in order to achieve the learning outcome it is also necessary to provide constructive feedback from the preceptors.
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